
ONE WHAT'S BEHIND
AN IMAL ADVOCACY?

IT'S IMPORTANT TO UNDERSTAND THE ABSTRACT ETHI-

cal theories that underpin any socialmovement because thosetheo-
ries form a foundation for the various directions a movement takes.The
easiest way to see this is in retrospect with other social movements, move-
ments that areperhaps more self-reflectiveabout their foundationsthan
animal rights istoday.The women's movement, for example, spentmany
years debating different strategies for the eradication of sexism.Some
feminists sought equality and worked for change within existingpolit-
ical and economic structures; other feminists sought ways to celebrate
women's differences and focused on cultural changes to valorize women
and the feminine aspects of many differentspheres. Still otherssought
to correct economichardships for womenand children in poverty,while
many found waysto build coalitions withdifferent kinds ofwomenacross
national and cultural boundaries. Fortyyears into the movement,femi-
nists have becomepretty adept at figuringout how these agendasdiffer
and even sometimes conflict, and howwecan all work together to build
a better world forwomen. The samekindsof differences existin allcon-
temporary socialmovements from civilrights to gay rights to environ-
mentalism to Latino liberation to unionbuilding; competing goalsare
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, evident, suchas assimilation versus separation, equality versus difference,
extremism versusmoderation. The animalrights movement is no excep-
. tion, and a rudimentary understanding of the terrain of these strategies
is essential.

The map that follows is in no way intended to offer an exhaustive
discussion or review of the philosophical literature conceming ethics and
animals. Rather, it is simply intended to show that most of the philoso-
phies and strategies associated with animal advocacy pay very little atten-
tion to things like identity, affect, culture, emotion, or narrative. This
map examines the principles that stand behind current animal advocacy,
in part to seehow competing principles lead to competing practices, and
in part to show how a different orientation could add to and legitimate
the movementas a whole.

Animal Rights

Although the term "animal rights" is often inaccurately used to refer to
the whole movement of animal advocacy (in much the same way that
"women's rights"is sometimes used to mean everything feminist), for
accuracy's sakewe should start by thinking more precisely about what a
right is and what kinds of rights are being advocated for animals. Put as
simply as possible, a right is a legal way of protecting a particular inter-
est, even whenthat interest may conflictwith the interests of eitherwhat
is perceived asthe common good ormore powerful agents such asgov-
ernments or corporations. Humans are born with a catalog of rights that,

in the United States, stems from the basic commitments to life, liberty,
and property. According to this view of rights, we are free to pursue our
interests in these three realms as long asour engagements do not com-
promise the rights (i.e., the interests) of other humans. We are free, for
example, to purchase medical care to extendour lives or to purchase prop-
erty and goods that will make us happy.We are free from being owned
as propertyby otherhuman beings orotherentities such as corporations
or nations. In thisapproach, we are thoughtto be agents of our own cre-
ation, protectedfrom undue interferenceorcoercion, free to becomewho-
ever we want to be. Animals, of course,have no such protection.

One form of animal rights advocacyworks to secure specific rights
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for specific typesof animals in specificconditions. Certain animalshave
a right not to sufferunduly, advocatesclaim;these animals haveaninter-
est in not being treated cruelly. Those who hold this position work to
pass legislation that would prevent humans from, for example, keeping
dogs on chains outside, keeping calvesinveal crates, using pipesto force-
feed ducks for the production of pate defoie gras, selling pets forscien-
tific experimentation, slaughtering horses for meat-the list goes on
and on. Stated differently, in most existinglaws pertaining to animals,
the animal in question is protected onlyasa form of property. Although
some states do currently have anticrueltylaws in place, the vast majority
of laws protecting animals do so under the rubric of property. If! beat
my neighbor's dog, for example, I maybe found guilty of damaginghis
property; it is the neighbor's interests that the law protects, not the dog's.
Animal rights advocates in this first sensewant to change that andargue
that the animals themselves have an interest in not being beaten. In a
sense, they want the animals themselves to have a certain agency in rela-
tion to their rights as living creatures. Evenwhen those interests conflict
with the interests of more powerful agents, rights (in this first sense)
function as a protection that trumps everything else. So even though a
farmer may have made a substantial portion of his income offveal, if
confining young male calves to crates is outlawed, the calves' interests in
not being treated cruelly trump the farmer'sinterests in making money.
These types of protections are rights in theweak sense because eachcase
and issue must be addressed in separatelegislation. That is, animalshave
no blanket rights, only the particular onesstated in that specificlaw.'

This is not to say that laws such asthese are ineffectual or unimpor-
tant. For example,the passage of the 2008 Prevention of Farm Animal
Cruelty Act in California (Proposition 2) prohibits the confinement of
certain farm animalsin a manner that doesnot allow them to tum around,
lie down, stand up, or extend their limbs. Sponsored by the Humane
Society of the United States, Prop 2 effectively wiped out veal crates,
battery cages, and sow gestation crates in the entire state of California.
This is clearly a great victory for animals.The Animal Legal Defense
Fund (ALDF) similarly works to passlegislation in local communities
to limit and closepuppy mills and animalhoarders; the organization'sre-
cent victory in North Carolina againsthoarder-breeder BarbaraWoodley
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marked a historic shift in the process for legal advocacy; prior to the
Woodley case, only state prosecutors could bring forth animal cruelty
cases in North Carolina. The ALDF win set a precedent for allowmg
private citizens to bring charges. The group People for the Ethical Treat-
ment of Animals (PETA) has also enjoyed many local legal victories,
especially with regard to limiting the production of fur in many states.
These are just a few examples. There are more than eighty registered
animal advocacygroups in the United States, and the vast majority of
them are or have been involved in some aspect of specific legislation of
rights in thisweak sense. These efforts,no matter how modest or local,
are crucial in the ongoing protection of animals.

But there is another sense of animal rights that makes a much
stronger claim.Animal rights in the strong, abolitionist sense is not in-
vested in protecting specific interests (such as the right not to be con-
fined to a vealcrate or perpetually chained outside), but argues instead
that all animal interests can best be addressed if we extend to them the
primary human rights of life and freedom. Philosophers and political
theorists havedifferent ways of describingwhat these rights look like and
why they arewarranted. Philosopher Tom Regan, the first to extend the
tradition of rights into the realm of animals, speaks of animals as "sub-
jects of a life"who have an overridinginterest in the continuation of
their own lives.' Legal theorist Gary Francione states, quite simply, that
the right not to be the property of others serves animals' best interests.'
For animal rights in this strong sense, the interests of animals stem from
the fact that theyare conscious, sentient beings, that is, beings capable
of perceiving the surrounding word and having feelings about that world.
This strong versionof animal rights, especially in the United States, relies
on OUf common American sensibility that slavery (i.e., owning another
human being) is morally repugnant. 4 While many people in the wider
public find thiscomparison of animals to dark-skinned humans troubling,
animal rights advocates want to capitalizeon that discomfort to get us
to reevaluate our practices toward animals. From this perspective, many
white Americans once believed that slavesand dark-skinned humans were
similar to animals,but thinking about these humans changed, progressed,
developed; OUI thinking about animals should follow the same path, ac-
cording to animal rights advocates. For animal rights in this strong sense,
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it's not enough that we just call ourselves"guardians" rather than"own-
ers"; we really shouldn't own them or inhibit them or use them or contain
them in any senseat all. For these rightsadvocates, animals needto be
set free much the same way slaveswereset free. According to thisstrong
rights view, animals are not ours to use for any purpose whatsoever.

Animal rightsin the strong sensepresumes a kind of self-determined
nonhuman subjectthat can operate in the world uncoerced by culture,
the state, needs, desires, identity, commitment, or the necessities of every-
day life. One of the biggest gaps betweentheory and practice restsright
here; those of uswho live with animals(and many others as well)often
do not ourselvesenjoy the kind of freedom this theory prescribes for
nonhumans. Wemake "deals" that inhibitour liberty; we need to eat,we
work for money, we pay taxes, we live in houses ~th locks, and so on.
The structures ofOUf lives produce necessarycompromises to these abso-
lute freedoms. The "deal" that domesticated animals have made over
time with humans is that some of their freedoms would be curtailedin
return for food, shelter, belonging, and love. I am not suggesting that
every dog deliberates on her specific arrangement, but rather that dogs
over thousands ofyears found it evolutionarilybeneficial to livenearand
with humans. The same is true for cowsand horses and any other spe-
cies that live closeto humans. An exchangeis going on between two or
more species, and to renege on that dealwould surely mean the extinc-
tion of those animals that could not return to the wild.

Stated differendy, the most devastating long-term implication of
the strong animalrights claim is that, other than wildlife, wewouldnot
have animals in our lives or in our worlds.The philosophers who advo-
cate animal rightsin the strong sensesuggestthat we should carefor the
animals we havehere now, but that westop breeding all domesticani-
mals into existence for our use. No dogs, no cats, no horses, no pigs. No
birds, no cows,nochickens, no fish.Wewouldn't eat them or makethem
work for us or cuddle them or walk them or ride them or wear them.
We couldn't use them to assist the blindor in search and rescueor to
add joy to our lives.Hundreds of thousandsof years of developingrela-
tionships with domesticated animalswouldcease. This position istaken
up by many animalrights philosophers, includingTom Regan, GaryFran-
cione, Lee Hall, and Steve Wise. They share a view of the worldwhere
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animals would never suffer at the hands of humans, where the human
experience of animals would be limited to wildlife observation.. .

I thinkabout all the people in the world like me who find their iden-
tities intertwined with nonhuman animals. A world without their com-
panionship seems very dark and uninhabitable. I look at my pack of
pets, six dogs and three cats, watch them play with each other, comfort
each other, learn to live together, and know in my heart that the world
is a better place for having them in it. They represent for me all that is
good about the world, all the grace and hope that make life worth living.
Finally for me, it's a question of joy-mine and theirs-that demands
we think through these animal issues from different and expanded posi-
tions. Advocating a future free of animals in order to save them from the
suffering we may put them through seems unnecessary. Surely we can
do better than that. Surely we can think more lovingly about our ethics
and craft a moral world teeming with all kinds of life that is treated
fairly and well.

While I know these strong rights theorists only want to end animal
suffering at any cost, the very real connections we have with actual ani-

mals make this path problematic. To produce alternatives, we need to
see the animal issue from other perspectives, particularly those in which
humans and animals are living together happily and successfully.We need
to add to the legal and philosophical discourses about rights the sense
of urgency wefeel about the necessity of sharing our lives with real ani-
mals. Anotherway to articulate this criticism is that in some ways"ani-
mal rights" arejust not privileges that can be distributed by the courts.
Rather, they are also interpretations of relationships, the outward sym-
bol of recognition,respect, and acceptance that one animal does or does
not have for another. In this way, I suggest, animal rights are not some-

thing we give, they are something we do. "Women', rights," "gayrights,"
and "civil rights" aren't simply legal artifacts handed down by the gov-
ernment; rather these terms represent shifts in culture as well, shifts

whereby largenumbers of people cameto see these identities and oppres-
sions in a differentlight. The same needsto happen for animals. In addi-
tion to philosophy and the law, Weneed a shift that better negotiates
their best Interests with Our own.

There's nothing inherently wrong with animal rights in the weak
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sense, of course.Using the law to better the lives of certain animals in
certain conditions is important and necessary work. Indeed, even in the
frame of the wider affective shift I callfor in this book, one might see
this strategic useof rights as analogoustocivil rights activists'usingaffir-
mative action asa temporary measure toensure immediate fairness,while
in the long runworking for a world were things like affirmativeaction
will be unnecessary.We should work now to legally abolish things like
gestation cratesand debeaking and sportkilling, while at the sametime
working to shift the world so that-in the long run-people will not
want to participate in such activities. Due to the urgency of manysitu-
ations of extremesuffering or endangerment, this dual strategyis key.

In addition to this, we need a newwayof seeing ourselves-and the
earth and animals-as one collectiveentitywherein the health of"oth-
ers" directly influencesthe quality of ourown existence. In concreteways,
it is true that the well-being of futuregenerations directly depends on
whether or notwe can learn to care for the planet and its creatures-
soon. I argue in this book that we canlearn to see the world with new
eyes and change the world of animalsthrough focusing on affect.We
don't need to live without animals; we need to learn how to value them
differendy.

Let me givea concrete example of the kind of approach I'm talking
about, and how it operates in a differentregister than rights discourse.
One way to think of the significant work of early primatologists like
Jane Goodall and Dian Fossey is not that their contributions changed
science (although their work has revolutionized our understanding of
primate behavior).' Rather, because Goodall and Fosseywere not scien-
tifically trained before entering the field,the methods they usedto study
their chimps andgorillas actually alteredhuman relationship withthese
animals. They named them. They sawthemas subjects with distinctper-
sonalities. They cared about their well-being.The field of primatology
became more likeanthropology as greatapes emerged as fellowbeings.
Animal rights in the strong sense advocatesthe freeing of nonhuman
subjects from the constraints of enslavement. I'm advocating, instead, a
shift much more along the lines of what happened between Jane and
Gremlin, betweenDian and Digit. Itwasn't the case that the wildapes
were "owned" property before Goodall and Fossey started their studies
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and now are "free" subjects. The revolution that happened with their
studies wasabout something else. BeforeGoodall and Fosseyentered the
field, the chimps and gorillas were in some ways unseen, invisible. We
knew they were there, of course, and we had captured countless num-
bers of them to bring back to zoos and labs. Indeed, at least in Rwanda
a few researchers had spent time there before these women, trying to
understand the mountain gorilla in its native habitat, but with little suc-
cess. It took the fresh eyes of two youngwomen to tell stories about these
creatures, and their love for them, in such a way that the rest of the
world could learn to value them differently. Goodall and Fossey made
us see them in the frame oflove. Itwasn't the fact that the gorillas and
chimps werefree that brought them into our grid of consciousness, it
was the fact that they were loved. This, for me, is what all animal advo-
cacy ought to be about.

Most domesticated nonhuman animals could not live in this ex-
tremely developedworld without human assistance, and the number of
species requiring human assistance is growing in our increasingly stressed
environment. While I am not in favorof assigning animals the status of
"property," if the only options availableto us are "property" and "notprop-
erty," it is onlythe status of property that can marshal for animals the kind
of protection they require for continued existence. What I really believe,
though, is that our language and categories are wrong. Why do animals
have to be either "property" or "not property"? Why must we abolish
them from ourworld in order to protect them? Our world, the human
world, is increasingly the only world; soon there will be little "wild" left.
Animals havebeen good friends to us throughout the millennia. Can't we
find a place for them now? Can't we developanother way ofthinking that
embraces themand allows them to flourish? "Freeing" them is not like
freeing human slaves; "freeing" these animals means their certain end. In
this respect, it isn't just deforestation and factory farms that destroy our
animals; our language and our categorieskill them as well. Language has
carved up our reality in a way that leavesno space for them, no reality for
them to inhabit. Language now only leavesus two options: to own them
as property and therefore have the right to abuse them however wewant,
or to set them free and watch them dieout. I say we need to change the
categones andcreate a better option-and a better world.
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Animal Welfare

If animal rights in the strong sensewantsto elevate nonhuman animals
to the level of human rights, animal welfare as an ideology desires to
leave everything in place, and simplyappeals to humans to be kinder to
animals. Much older,deeper, and generallybetter funded, an animalwel-
fare approach askshumans to be morevirtuous toward animalswithout
changing the moral status of nonhuman animals or the categoriesthat
carve up the world.In general, animalwelfarists oppose unnecessarycru-
elty toward animals,but they do not believethat using animalsforhuman
purposes, such as pets, food, clothing, or entertainment, is necessarily
wrong. From theirperspective, improvingthe lot of animals mayimprove
conditions for humans as well.' The problem with this perspective is
that humans trulydo remain at the centerof analysis: human exception-
alism reigns. If the strong animal rightsproject hopes to dislodgehumans
from their centeredseat of power byextending the human construction
of rights to other living creatures, welfaresimply pleads with us to do a
little better. Animalwelfare means humansstill hold all the power.This
is not surprising because the animal welfaremovement has gained legit-
imacy by aligningitself with certain modes of organizing and stylesof
corporate leadership.As it has functionedin the United States to date,
middle- and upper-middle-class white people largely promulgate ani-
mal welfare, withlittle attention to othersocial movements or struggles.
For good reason, it sometimes feels like an elitist enterprise. It's about
reform, not revolution. Some theorists seea link between animalwelfare
and utilitarianism (discussed later in thischapter). My understanding of
ethical paradigmsdiffers from these interpretations. While utilitarianism
is a method that can lead to a welfarelikeoutcome, by my lights animal
welfare is informed much more fullyby historical and often religious
appeals to "charity."That is, self-identifiedwelfarists do not often use
the utilitarian formula"the greatest goodfor the greatest number";rather
they talk aboutandare driven by conceptssuch as charity, kindness,com-
passion, empathy,aid, mercy, and sympathy.7

Advocates ofanimal welfare are involvedwith animals becausethey
simply feel bad for them. Whether it washorses beaten in nineteenth-
century city streets, or fully consciousdogs cut open by experimenters
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in twentieth-century science labs, welfarists sympathize with the ani-
mals' pain. In some ways they don't have a grand theory about rights or
value motivating their actions. Their campaign is much simpler: they care,
and because they care they want the suffering to stop.

Wbile I agree with welfarists that compassion and empathy are im-
portant, the kind of change I'm interested in is much more imbricated
in affect.Think back to the Jane Goodall,Dian Fossey example; by falling
in love with their apes, these women brought the plight of the great ape
into focus for the rest of the globe. Something bigger than sympathy
was operatingin their projects, something that was centered in'trans-
formative love,rather than pity. Goodall and Fossey brought fresh, un-
disciplined eyesto the question of apesin the wild, as well as a sense of
courage andadventure that pushed their connections into a new regis-
ter. With National Geographic there to tell their story, we all were trans-
forrned.Ir wasn'tjust a fleeting emotion that made such an impact; with
their courage, endurance, compassion, and sense of adventure, they taught
us to think outside a box that had previouslycontained us. They produced
an affective intervention that changed reality. It's this kind of process
that this book advocates.

Transformation does not accept the world as it is, but looks around
for ways to address root causes of animaloppression. In doing so, it helps
us make linkswith other social movements to bring those membersinto
the world of animal advocacy as well.That feeling of being transformed
will take us much further in examining the structures of culture and lan-
guage that oppress animals. For example, I think about people living at
or below the poverty line, who have no extra income to spend on vet
care for their pets, or on higher-priced free-range food products. A wel-
farist approach might see solutions to poverty in the reaIm of charity
and education:offering low-cost spayingand neutering, for example, or
teaching people about the health hazards of cheap meat. Transforma-
tion based on love can lead us down a different path. It can expand our
concerns to oppressive institutions like capitalism and racism, and cause
us to work to eradicate those problems,all because we love animals.

Whereas the discourse of animalrights in the strong sense is about
humans' absoluteobligation to liberateall animals, animal welfare is, in
the final moment, quite optional. It's often not really about what we owe
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to animals but about helping ourselvesbecome better people in relation
to them. Indeed,due to the corporate structure of many kinds ofanimal
welfare organizations, significant socialchange of the kind that would
address, say,poverty is probably not an option; it may even be discour-
aged. Animal welfare leaves too much ofthe current power strucrure in
place. It doesn't challenge the oppressivestructures of the world itself,
the very structures that lie at the coreof animal suffering.

It's important to understand that most animal advocacy organiza-
tions deploy manydifferent (and sometimescompeting) kinds ofethical
principles in their campaigns. In otherwords, sometimes PETA prac-
tices animal rights in the weak sense (discussed earlier), often advocates
for animal rights in the strong sense of abolition, and sometimes mar-
shals tactics that reflect a welfare-based approach. The same is true for
most animal advocacyorganizations. Traditionally, the American Society
for the Preventionof Cruelty to Animals,along with its state-basedorga-
nizations such as the Massachusetts SPCA, have been thought to be
more welfare oriented than rights oriented.However, due to the inherent
limitations ofawelfare-based approach,evenASPCA and MSPCA have
moved into legislative realms. Put simply,the abstract theories behind
animal advocacydon't line up perfectlywith the organizations involved
in social change, as these groups strategizeand campaign usingwhat-
ever resources they think will make change. Virtually all animaladvo-
cacy organizations draw from a mixed anduneven tool kit of theories to
advance animal interests.

Advocates of animal rights in the strong sense are critical ofanimal
welfarists and, in some ways, for good reason.Theorists like GaryFran-
cione claim that welfarists are essentiallyonly invested in justifyingtheir
own use of animals, in convincing the public that something is being
done about those animals living in horrid conditions.f Rightists deride
welfarists for constructing a roadblocktoprogress. Treating someanimal
a little bit better is not an acceptable solution for them. What echoes in
my mind when I think about this disagreement are early-twentieth-
century conflicts between socialist union organizers who wanted the
unions to overthrow capitalism and private ownership of the means of
production, and union organizers who sought very small changes-like
the right to go to the bathroom or to callin sick-in the gruelingworkday
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of the manual laborer. These two factions had to meet in the middle and
form viable labor unions. In some ways,I am promoting a similar middle
ground in this book, a way that does not promote animals as property or
as nonproperty, a way that challenges us to think beyond the borders of
our current reality and use the tools of affect and narrative to better the
world for all animals. I want a union that works outside the debate about
legal standing and pushes us humans to think about the best interest of
animals. Where welfare promotes animal advocacy without calling for
significant human change, I want us to recognize that significant change
is necessary.The affective love that connects us to particular animals,
and shifts in our stories about them, can help motivate us to transform
the world for animals, not just give them our charity.

Utilitarianism

Utilitarianism is a concept that doesn't fit easily on this list. Although
the "father"of the animal rights movement, Peter Singer, is in fact a util-
itarian, and although I believe utilitarianism does to a large degree inform
many aspectsof the animal rights movement, few animal activists or
advocates actuallyself-identifY as utilitarians. Indeed, the debate between
rights and welfare so dominates the world of animal advocacy that few
scholars or activists seem to take utilitarianism seriously, which could be
a mistake.

Utilitarianism was founded byJeremyBentham in the late eighteenth
century and modified by John Stuart Mill in the early nineteenth cen-
tury.Instead of focusing on rights and obligations, it centers on the con-
sequences of an action as the site of moraljudgment. In utilitarianism,
actions are notwrong in and of themselves, but should only be evaluated
in terms of their results, results that are expressed in a kind of cost-
benefit analysisof good and bad (sometimes referred to as pleasure and
pain). This calculation is most often expressed as the greatest goodfor the
greatest number,and utilitarianism asa method attempts to maximize the
good by giving "equal consideration" to all parties involved, regardless
of rights. That is,where rights language grants immutable protections to
individuals for life, liberty, property, and so on, utilitarianism weighs the
good produced by different actions to solvemoral dilemmas. If someone
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owns a bag of groceries and is surroundedby starving people, for exam-
pIe, a rightist wouldargue that the ownerof the food has the right to do
anything he wantswith it; a utilitarian, conversely, would try to measure
the value of allowingthe owner to hoardthe food (does he haveanend-
less amount, for example, or is he savingthe one bag to feed his own
large family?) against sharing it with orhersin order to discern themost
moral outcome. If it can be demonstrated that the food ownerwill not
suffer for sharinghis food, and that othersaround him will benefitfrom
eating, utilitarianism would demand suchdistribution. It's not that all
parties are grantedequality, then, but rather that they are givenconsid-
eration equal to their interests in avoidingpain and seeking pleasure;
the starving personthus has a greater claimon the food than amanwho
has recently eaten."Equal consideration" is not "equality"; it is anattempt
to give attention to disparate levels ofneedwhen making choices.There
are many different types of utilitarianism, some adhering more strictly
to the concepts of pleasure and pain or suffering (sentience), someem-
phasizing the valueof rules within tbe moral calculation, othershigh-
lighting outcomesonly, while still othersplacing more weight on issues
of freedom andchoice; all types of utilitarianism, however, seemto pro-
vide a very simpleway of measuring themorality of any action. In gen-
eral, if the actionproduces more pleasurethan pain, it is deemedmorally
right; if it producesmore pain and sufferingthan happiness or pleasure,
it should be considered wrong.

Peter Singerwas the first to extendthis apparatus into the realmof
animals, and as such, he names the movement "animal liberation" (also
the title of his firstbook) rather than "animalrights." Singer arguesthat
the interests ofallbeings capable of painand suffering ought to betaken
into consideration when calculating the greatest good for the greatest
number. For him, giving lesser consideration to beings based on their
having wings or fur is no more justified than discrimination basedon
skin color. All animals should be valuedin proportionto their abilityto
feel pain; an animal'scapacity to sufferiswhat should guarantee its"equal
consideration." According to Singer, we should make moral decisions
that maximize thepleasure and minimizethe pain of all animals,notjust
humans. Thus, animal rights in the strongsense wants to protect individ-
ual animals fromharm by extending them the rights oflife and liberty;

>
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utilitarianismwants to protect animals in a different way, that is, by
weighting socialgoodness in a way that includes nonhuman animals on
a sliding scale,Thus, if the suffering and death of, say, ten scallops (an
example Singer has used to illustrate his argument) would save the life
of perhaps one chimp, utilitarianism would advocate the sacrifice of the
scallops, However,if the suffering and death of, say, ten cows, only bnngs
about the rather fleeting pleasure of one hundred human hamburger
eaters, utilitarianismwould here deem this killing immoral. Utilitarian-
ism believes that not all animals have equal value, but that all animals
do have somevalue, and that value can be calibrated by their ability to
feel pain and pleasure, by their sentience,

Singer is most often criticized when addressing the relationship be-
tween higher-functioning nonhuman animals and orphaned infants and
intellectually disabled humans, In particular, he argues that some non-
human animalsmay show an increasedcapacity to experience pleasure
and pain whenmeasured against some severely impaired humans and
most orphaned infant humans (the orphaned infant has no parents who
will suffer if sheis killed), Therefore, with the ability to experience plea-
sure and painas the sole criterion of calculation, Singer arguesthat it
would be morallyappropriate to sacrificeorphaned and unwanted human
infants and humans with intellectual andother disabilities over some ani-
mals such as the higher-functioning primates, if such a sacrifice would
serve the greatestgood. Of course, Singer is not actually advocating that
we kill human babies or the intellectually disabled; rather he is provok-
ing us to be more thorough in our moral orientation toward animals.
However, if therightist comparison of animals to human slavesdraws a
great deal ofpubliccriticism, this kind ofcalculation that blurs the bound-
ary between higher functioning animals and lower functioning humans
has led to public outcry! Although I believe it was intended to help us
think more clearlyabout animals andtheharms we cause them in some,
ways, especiallywhen it's misrepresented in the media, these kinds of
interventions ultimately serve to discredit efforts on behalf of animal
advocacy,

. Even moretroubling to me, however,is the way this simple formu-
lat~on.of thegreatest good fir the greatest number misrepresents itself as
objective when it actually relies on highly subjective evaluations, While
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it mayan the surfacelook as if we're performing a simple mathematical
calculation, how can we judge the personalexperiences of pleasureand
pain hetween anygiven group of individuals?While I completelyagree
with Singer and others who suggest we don't need to rely on language
to witness such things as pleasure and pain (i.e., that joy, delight, fear,
injury, aches, and so on can he discernedfrom indicators such ashody
language and eyecontact), how can weknowprecisely how anotherexpe-
riences pain or pleasure? I have a friendwho has had several injuriesand
subsequent surgeriesin the past fewyears,and they don't slowherdown
in the least; she is up and working daysearlier than her doctor recom-
mends. Other folks(me included) needlots of time to rest and recuper-
ate after pain andinjury. Some peopleareon pain meds their wholelives,
while others whohave similar disabilitiesnever touch the stuff.Mypoint
here is that pain is subjective, and so in fact is pleasure. It's not simply
that what givesoneperson pleasure andhappiness is different fromwhat
delights another;it's also true that howweexperience these thingsvaries
widely. Some types of bliss are momentary, and other types provide
grounding for yearsor even lifetimes. It all depends on who youare.As
we'll see, the concept of affect attends to such difference.

Trying to calculate pleasure and painon an objective scaleoverlooks
the importance ofaffect and character in evaluating morality.'v'Io judge
the value of something like pain and pleasure,we need to hear or imag-
ine something ahout what it feels like to the creature who experiences
it. We can't measurethese things with numhers, but need to fleshthem
out with stories.To take a somewhat sillyexample, let's look at three of
my dogs and evaluate how much they like their walks. I could tell you
that based on visible excitement, the time it takes them to get to the
door, and their unwillingness to head backhome, Duncan valueshiswalks
at an 8 (on a scaleof 1-10, 10 being highest), Hattie at a 7, andJerome
at a 5. On this scale,according to utilitarianism, if I had a limited amount
of time and can only walk one, it wouldbe best spent walking Duncan,
right? Unpacking the story more, though,might (or might not) lead us
to different conclusions. Duncan is my alpha male, the big yellowlab
whose only impulsein life is to protect his pack. He loves to walkmore
than anybody because he thinks his job in life is to guard us fromall the
evils of the world. On our walks, everythingwe meet, from squirrelsto

--
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people to mailboxes (he's not very bright), is first .perceived as a threat.
Given time, he can get used to something, but the JOY m his walks comes
from barking and lunging at anything new. Hattie, a bloodhound mix,
enjoys her walks for only one reason aswell: smells. Her nose is to the
ground every step of the way, as she fully inhabits a world I can only
imagine in mywildest dreams. She bays loudly when (to my eyes and
nose, at least) there's nothing there. She is very happy. The only reason
I give her walksa 7 is because her other favorite activity in life is sleep-
ing on my bed, so she is often a little reluctant to get up, even for the
walk she knowsshe will love. Jerome is my pit bull, and he is the most
contained member of my household. As the only bully breed dog in the
house for years,Ibelieve he senses his difference and looks to me for
guidance on everything. It's not quite that he is unsure ofhimself(as dogs
that are unsure of themselves tend to be anxious and fearful, and that
does not describeJerome), it's more that he never wants to do anything
wrong and so holds back and waits for a clear command. He's devoted
but not in thewaya golden retriever isdevoted (as in, please let me please
you, please). Jerome is more reserved in his devotion, more staid with
his emotions. I give his walks a 5 becauseI think he likes them, but only
if! tell him he can. He is the only dog of the three that walks off leash
soundly and that greets all other dogs and humans with perfect equa-
nimity. As such, he is the easiest of the three to walk by far. However,
if my gate were to be inadvertently left open, Jerome would never go for
a walk on his own, but Hattie and Duncan would be gone before you
knew it.

My point here is that the numbers Iassigned to their walks obscured
who they reallyare. Although the numbers were as accurate as Icould
make them, they didn't show you why the walks mattered or how they
differed for each of these dogs. The assigned numerical values sort of
missed the point. The same is true for my dogs' pain. Duncan will go
outside in the middle of a raging storm to accompany any member of
hIS pack that needs to pee; he would stand in the way of any perceived
threat and defend any of us to his death. But when it comes to having
hIS teeth or earscleaned or his nails trimmed, he is a nightmare. Hattie,
although sherarelygets off the bed,will jump at the chance to get cleaned
because she perceives that as a sign of affection. And Jerome, although
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it's clear from his body language that he hates it, will endure anything
at the hands of a human; last year he cut himself badly, and my vet was
able to stitch him up without anesthetic because he is so calm and steady.
So even if utilitarianism is not wrong in its intent to place animals on a
continuum, it's incomplete at capturing the world as they live in it. We
need something more.

In this book, I offer for your consideration a method that is distantly
related to utilitarianism, but instead of basing its moral calculus on
abstract sentience, it focuses on personalknowledge, expanded stories,
individual experience, identification, love, and affect. Utilitarianism strives
toward a kind of objectivity or public agreement on animals' value; the
version I am suggesting argues that animal value cannot be formulated
objectively. It is based on love and stories about that love. The stories told
in everyday life render connection with animals legible and can serve as
a new foundation for animal advocacy. While some philosophers and
political theorists will reject this kind of approach as being too subjec-
tive, I suggest that if we begin our moral deliberations with those animals
that we connect with and move out from there, a large cultural shift can
follow. In other words, rather than shy away from affect, my strategy
depends on it.

Returning to Singer, there is something of an internal conflict within
his utilitarianism concerning the question of proximity. In most ways,
Singer wants to maintain an objective consistency regarding the idea
that all life-forms need to be measured on the same scale of pleasure and
pain and given equal consideration in relation to their places on that scale.
As he puts it, "Ifwe make a distinction between animals and humans,
how can we do it, other than on the basis of a morally indefensible pref-
erence for members of our own species tIl At the same time, however,
he regards it as somewhat natural (if problematic) that in making our
moral calculations, it is hard to give as much consideration to the stranger
as we give to those close to us. He asks, 'Can any of us really give equal
consideration to the welfare of our familyand the welfare of strangers?"12
In other words, hewants us to examine all sentience from a distance,but
he also understands that we can't help seeing those who are close to us
as somehow more valuable than the distant, abstract stranger.

I suggest that we capitalize on the principle of proximity and use it

-
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to leverage more compassion for those animals that are closest to us, clos-
est to our hearts,And I mean closest in every way possible from the great
apes, who share high percentages of our DNA, to the dogs and cats who
share our beds,We start with what we know, or what we think we know,
and move out from there, In agreement with Singer, I think we should
break open rhemoral boundary between humans and animals, but I sug-
gest instead that we begin this process with the kinds of animals we
know-and love-best, Starting with fuller accounts of the animals with
whom we share our lives, we teach each other how to value animals dif-
ferendy, how to appreciate them and have compassion for them, Put
differendy,where Singer theorizes all animals-human and nonhuman-
on an objective continuum according to sentience, I propose that all ani-
mals be placed on a subjective continuum based on our connection with
them, This affective connection is constituted by the stories we tell about
them, by our affection for them and theirs for us, and by the various ways
their characters inspire liS.

Think for a moment about the wayswe treat other humans, Given
the choice to save a close friend or a total stranger from drowning, most
of us would instinctively save the friend, Those who are closest to us,
with whom we have the most connection, demand OUf greatest respect.
This is part ofwhat it means to be a human animal rather than a machine,
I think; the particular people around us matter, We can't treat others as
universal or interchangeable, even ifwe subscribe to a moral theory that
might want us to try, We struggle with notions of human rights and
many of us would like to see all humans provided with conditions that
will allow them to flourish, but for the most part we learn to care in a
world where what is closest to us matters most.

I simply propose to start our thinking about animals by extending
this principle of proximity to their realm,We start by disseminating the
stories about how those that are closest to us matter, Through these sto-
nes, through helping other people understand how the particular animals
matter, we produce a wider and wider web of connection and identifi-
cation, Slowly,a new kind of movement builds in which our thinking is
shifted, incrementally, almost beyond the realm of our perception, but
concretely, person by person, I tell you a story about my dog, you tell me
a story about your cow, Tomorrow, I pass on the hamburger because I
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love my dog and understand what it means for you to love your cow.
Again, this is not a strategy that will necessarily lead to objective policy
changes to benefit animals. While lawyers and philosophers are busy
trying to accomplish those shifts, this book calls the rest of us to take
up the affective work of social transformation. This book recognizes that
it's a long, hard, and uneven road to change the hearts and minds of peo-
ple on the subject of animals. But it is possible.

Animal Studies

Over the past twenty years, many academic disciplines have engaged in
rigorous interrogations of heretofore "natural"sites of difference. For-
mations such asgender, race, sexual preference, ethnicity once thought
to be hardwired in the body are now being theorized as culturally con-
structed. The most recent addition to this scholarship questions the
distinction between human and nonhuman and has come to be known
as "animal studies."What, exactly, these scholars ask, separates human
beings from other animals? While earlier ideas located that difference
between humanand nonhuman animalsin conventions such aslanguage,
tool use, or emotion, new evidence from a number of fields challenges
the certainty of these boundaries and hints at the possibility that humans
and other animals may not be as different as we once believed. As pio-
neering theorist Donna Haraway expresses it, "leaky boundaries" exist
between the two entities.'?

Indeed, Haraway's foundational work in the field, Primate Visions,
traces the various ways humans have used real and figurative primates
to actually produce themselves as different, to shore up the category of
human as natural and self-evident. Two hundred years ago, for example,
the category of "human" described a very different group of people than
it does today; slavesweren't considered human then (they were "savages"),
nor were women, according to certaindefinitions. Our sense of human-
ness developed, and it did so, she argues, on the figure of the primate.
During the apex of civil rights activism, for example, when American
racial categories were very troubled, both the space program and mod-
ern medicine united us in a common questto explore the world of outer
space and to advance scientific knowledge of biology; we did so by putting

•
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chimps in rockets and cutting them open in laboratories. They are not
human, the message resounded, but the rest of us are. We all-black and

white-belong in the same category, and they are outside this boundary.

Thus, a unifiedsense of humanity emerged as nonhumans were subjected
to a lesser code of treatment. As theorist Cary Wolfe articulates, much

of our scholarship rests on "what looksmore and more like a fundamen-

tal repression that underlies most ethical and political discourse; repress-
ing the question of nonhuman subjectivity, taking it for granted that the
subject is always already human."" Animal studies points out that the

animal is the thing we cannot think about or care about if we're going
to preserve the primacy of human rights, human culture, human inter-

est, human diversity, human welfare, human being, and so on. At their
most provocative moments, these kinds of theories help us understand
how and whythe suffering of many animals is invisible to many humans.

Much of the work in animal studies suggests that in doing cultural
criticism, greaterattention should be paid to the construction of the "ani-
mal" and "human." In the same way that we believe we "are"black or
white, male or female, gay or straight only because those are the only
categories available to us for self-expression, human and animal are iden-
tities that similarly carve up the world into binary structures. Through
many generationsof cultural production,we learn to put everything we

now identify ashuman on one side of a line, and all other beings on the
other side, andwe perform the identity we associate with ourselves. The
identity "human"captures us, then, because language and culture have

carved up the world on this axis rather than another. These works help
us see how the world could be different.

Animal studies, however, exhibits several problems that have made
it difficult formany animal advocates to use these works in their own
scholarship and activism. First, followingmuch work in cultural studies,

there is a propensity in some of these projects toward opaque writing.
In the ttadition of folks like Jacques Derrida and Michel Foucault, some

of this jargon and difficulty of prose is necessary; these theorists are try-
mg to use (old) language to build a new reality, and that's a really hard
thing to do. Newwords, new connections of words, the word as an art
form, all these things come into play in this new woddmaking project.
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However, there is a lot of valuable workout there that is not beingtaken
up by animal advocates because of the language-jargon problem.

More disturbing than the jargon problem, though, is the reluctance
of many animal studies scholars to extendtheir work to ethics, politics,
or activism; manyof these works shyawayfrom making prescriptions
about real animalsor real animal advocacy.This phenomenon ispuzzling
given that somanyprojects arising fromrelated fields like culturalstud-
ies were and are eager to take on politicalagendas. Indeed, the field of
cultural studieswas founded in part on tbe claim that no scholarshipis
without politics,that no identity is beyondquestioning; the goalofmost
cultural studies projects, then, is to exposethe politics up front-and
mostly in support of progressive agendas.Indeed, many patentlypolit-
ical projects likequeer theory, the intersexmovement, transgenderpol-
itics, critical racestudies, postmodem feminism, and other formulations
that challenge traditional renderings ofidentity can be directly tracedto
cultural studieswork in the academy.Providingpeople outside the acad-
emy with newwaysto formulate their owndesires in relation to identity
seems part of the mandate of the field.Tbe libratory politics embedded
in cultural studies,to me, makes the fieldone of the most excitingsites
within the university,as it is effectivelyoffering people new modelsby
which to live their lives.

The absence of this commitment when it comes to animals, then, is
troubling. The avoidance of normative descriptions in this work renders
it somewhat uselessto the world of animalactivism. The onlyexplana-
tion I have for thisrefusal is that perhapsthese scholars see the stepinto
animal advocacy as too synonymous with a step into existing iterations
of animal rights; these scholars see themselvesas calling for a newway
of orienting liberation around an axisnotbased on the concept ofrights.
They are trying to dream their way intoanewreality and don't thinkthey
can get there if they carry with them commitments to human-centered
philosophical formations. In other words,the movement that wouldnat-
urally align itselfwith animal studies hasyet to be born.

While manyof these theories are resistant to drawing moralcon-
clusions from thisclaim, I think the momentis upon us to movethiswork
toward an examination of our practices toward nonhuman animals.Em-
bedded with many animal studies projects,I believe, are answersthat

b
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could help us reconfigure our entire worldview with regard to animals.
If we followthe animal studies logic that resists unchangmg identities into
the realmof advocacy, we see new alternatives. From an animal studies
perspective, animal advocacy could come not in the form of extending
human constructions such as rights orwelfare into the realm of animals;
rather it could come through new theorizations and reformulations of
the shared affectiveworlds we all alreadyinhabit. Put differently, if animal
studies suggests that humanness is not something we "are," but something
we perform, with animal advocacy in mind, couldn't it be performed
differently?

Work in animal studies gives us glimpses of other ways of configur-
ing "animal advocacy" than rights or welfare. They can help us see that
constructing apolitical theory that willapply to all animals immediately
is really an impossible task because we're working in an uneven world.
Some people can see and hear and love some animals all of the time,
where other people see and hear and lovenothing. It's not really that dif-
ferent with people; although we have a public discourse called "human
rights," peoplefall off the map of visibilityall the time. Think here about
the social isolation of elderly in America, mass unmarked graves of vic-
tims of genocide in Rwanda, and the devastating earthquake in Haiti,
people whosenames are forgotten, lost lives that are never mourned. The
map of rights is complicated and all humans are not equal-yet. Indeed,
Rwanda is awonderful example of the jaggedness oflove and rights and
stories, for not many miles from the lost human graves exists the marked
and rememberedgrave of Dian Fossey's companion Digit, a gorilla
mourned the world Over when the story of his death at the hands of
poachers wastold in the book and filmGorillas in the Mist. One does not
need to be human to be remembered. And one does not need to be non-
human to be forgotten. The concept of affect gives us ways to discuss
these realities.

We mustmove forward in this imperfect world. Our ethical theories
try to straighten things out, to iron out the kinks and wrinkles, but many
arumal studiesscholars sit off to the sidereminding us that such straight-
e~mg IS ultirnatelv impossible; they callour attention away to some other,
d'fferent picture as part and parcel of the problem we think we're trying
to work on. In the chapters that follow, I am called into new territories
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over and overbysuch thinkers. I think I'mworking on the pet overpop-
ulation problem, but my eyes roam to the construction of humanmas-
culinity as intrinsicto the reasons petsarenot altered. I think I'mworking
on the question of whether it's wrong to eat meat, but what appearson
my mental screen is whether or not transnational corporations canever
be trusted to carefor animals. I think I'm thinking about whether zoos
and circuses aremorally acceptable but fixate instead on the cagescon-
structed for humans through the limitations of language and the reality
that our worlds are so morally jagged. I think I'm trying to figureout
whether it's ever acceptable to perform invasive scientific experiments
on nonhuman animals when my thoughtsare pulled toward a different
kind of violencescience performs when it silences animals by making
claims of objectivity.Following the workof animal studies into thereaIm
of politics, then, is like inserting ourselvesinto projects and processes
already in motion.

Conclusion

This book clearsa path for a new kindof approach to animal advocacy,
one that advocatesthe use of affectin theservice of transformation.While
I understand that it takes all kinds of approaches to make changehap-
pen and do believethat a variety of tacticsand theories (includingrights,
welfare, and utilitarianism) are needed to go about challenging power
structures in today'sworld, I also believethat the kind of approachI call
for resonates with many people actuallyin the movement already.Over
the past ten years, I've attended manyanimal rights conferencesand
participated in countless meetings, e-mail lists, and websites of themove-
ment. In virtually every setting, I've encountered newcomers who ini-
tially show up because they love animals.Some have a fondness for a
particular cat ordog; others are movedbythe plight of abusedPremarin
horses or zoo elephants. Some rescuepit bull mixes on chains or feed
feral cat colonies;others do agility withpurebred AKC dogs. Someuse
horses or dolphins for human therapy;others volunteer at animalshel-
ters. They comebecause they love animals,and they are shockedonce
they get there to find that the world ofanimal rights does not reflectthis
experience of animal love. They are told the only way to be an animal

--
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advocate is to buy high-priced vegan products or participate in an action

to free animals from confinement. They learn we shouldn't be fighting
h c " "dfor bigger cagesand better conditions, but rat er ror empty cages an

complete liberation of all animals from the human community." They

want to join a movement that shares their passion, but instead are dis-

appointed to find that there is little roomfor loving animals there; indeed,
if they share their lives with "purpose bred" or so-called wild animals,

they realize they had better keep that fact quiet. I believe that if we can

pay closer attention to the ways these real people love real.animals, we
can build a strongermovement for all animals. In those connections lie
the seeds of transformation.

Put a little differently, this book isnot a blueprint for a new political
platform or philosophical theory around animals. It's not an argument

that translates immediately into the law or widespread policy changes.
Rather, I beginwith the conviction that affective attachments sometimes
lead and set the pace for policy change. If that is true (and I believe it
is), it simply makes sense to attend to the possibility that cultural shifts

in our attitudes toward animals-many of them already under way, as I
detail in the chapters of this book-form a foundation for seeing the
possibility of change from a different angle. By focusing on affect in our

quest for a better world for animals, along with concrete stories of con-
nection, we may be able to offer people a bigger menu of involvement.
Ifwe can effectivelyconvey the moments when we get our relationships
with animals right, and adequately portray the transformation that ac-
companies those relationships, we maybe able to build a stronger, more
viable, more wide-reaching social movement.

This bookargues that animal advocacymust become more accepted
and more effective, and it can only do so through the process of trans-
formation, bygetting more and more people to care about animals. The
animal rights movement is now made up of theorists and grassroots
activists who have all been persuaded to some degree or another that

some, most, or all nonhuman animalsmatter. While they disagree on
how they matter and how justice might be achieved, there exists some
general agreement on the value of nonhuman life. I am interested in
animal studies because it gives us the tools to see how affect and stories
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help construct ourrelationship to animals,and perhaps how someofthose
relationships couldbe constructed differently.I believe we'vemadesome
wrong turns inour thinking and we needto go back and retrace oursteps,
figure out wherewe went wrong, and try again with something differ-
ent. Animal rights, utilitarianism, and animal welfare are simplynot up
to that task of changing the world for animals; they take too much of
realiry for granted.They are very important, yes, but they do not offer a
complete picture.Something has to changein the way the questionsare
framed. Progressdoes not always meangoingforward. Ifwe'reonadead-
end road, progressactually entails goingbackward, finding ourmistakes,
and correcting them. In the case of animals,I believe, progresswill only
corne by retracing our steps and alteringsome of the things we take for
granted. Animal studies can help us achievethis if we push its insights
about affect into the realm of advocacy.

Loving Animal, applies the conceptofaffect to the languageofethics,
activism, and advocacy.Throughout thebook, I will suggest that because
who we love is always a question of politics, the greatest resourcewe

have in the struggle for animal advocacyis the deep connectionsmany
of us form with other animals. We needto value animals more because
their radical otherness contextualizes ourlives.We see our placeonearth
more clearly,becausewe see our ownlimitations and fragilities through
them. We areall part of one another. Beginningwith processeslikeiden-
tification and love creates space for us to tell stories so that others can

see the value of animals more profoundly.Our abiliry to tell a lovestory
about an animalallows others to seethat animal-and other animals-
differently. We canonly add species to race,class, gender, sexualityas an
equivalent identitycategory if we canmakethe beings on the other side
of the human-animal divide seem morereal.

I have brieflysummarized these fourmethods and theories (animal
rights, animal welfare, utilitarianism, and animal studies) for a number
of reasons. Havinga map of where differentstakeholders comefromcan
help us if not to overcome then at leastto appreciate and understanddif-
fering perspectives.In almost all othersocialmovements and the numer-
ous theories that informed each of them,awider, more legiblemovement
was formed onlywhen people could speak across differences and see

--
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something like a common goal ofliberation. Certainly this commonality
is present in some sense in animal rights today, but we n,eed to expand
it. The philosophical elements of the discourse are outlined here, but
something bigger needs to draw them together. Understanding animals
in various affective frames allows us to see that institutions and practices
like capitalism, consumption, religion, scientific objectivity, environmen-
tal commitments to categories like "wild" and "domestic," legal theory
and practice, language itself, and the rationality associated in Western
philosophy all carve up our world to be one way rather than another. I
will argue that a discourse on affect can help us dig underneath all these
conventionsandoffer a sustained critiqueof their limitations. In the end,
I will suggestthat the concept of affectcan also help us imagine better
ways of sharing the planet with animals.

In the structure of this book, I will also suggest that affect is best
displayed through stories. Although ethical methodologies are critical
in setting certain kinds of agendas, moral living can best be displayed
through narrative. What stories capture goes far beyond principles in
detailing the nature of our relationships with animals. Indeed, narrative
can displaynot simply the value of emotion and connection but the neces-
sity of includingaffect in the quest for amoral life. In the next four chap-
ters, then, I tellstories that show howthings could be different, how living
well with animals is contingent upon love and connection. It is not until
the final chapter that I offer a theory about the stories I've told. Using
the metaphor of clothing, I explicate affect more fully and show there
how stories are the best vehicle we have to accomplish social transfor-
mation concerning animals. Theory follows stories in this book because
stories can display passion, emotion, sacrifice, and love in ways that the-
ories often cannot. We need stories to hold Our theories together, to widen
the animal advocacymovement, and to help it become more widely acces-
sible and accepted.

Animal advocates need to take up the work of lighting injustice on
many different levels. We must work in coalition with lots of different
kinds of groupsand methods. The chapters that follow expand the frame
~fthe co~versation and illustrate how factors such as gender construe-
tlO.n,capitals. profit, religious ideology,physical ability, and scientific
objectIVItyallplaya part in the waysWethink about animals. Many things
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in the world needto change in order to create a new reality for animals.
It's not a question of leaving everythingin place and providing more
charity, or extending some human rightsto the realm of animals.It's a
question of asking how we got here, asking what went wrong on that
journey, then-slowly and unevenly-remaking the world to reflect a
more palpable lovefor animals.




